Aberax Class
Entered Service: 2362
Overview: While it’s smaller than the more common Galor
class, the Aberax class is the greater tactical threat. Like the
Federation’s Defiant class, the Aberax fits a solid punch into a
small frame and is designed for quick and decisive missions. In
the years leading up to the Dominion War, most Starfleet
crews have not seen an Aberax-class vessel since they are not
as well equipped for long patrols. They ted to be kept close to
home instead in the internal fleets of the First Order around
Cardassia Prime as well as the Third Order’s “rapid response
fleet.” In the outbreak of open hostilities, the Aberax-class is
usually used as an escort to support battle cruisers of the
Central Command and its allies.
Capabilities: The Aberax class has a typical crew size of 225
(almost two-thirds the complement of the Galor class) and
mostly bare, military quarters. It can maintain its maximum
warp speed of 9.7 for up to six hours at a time and is wellsuited for quick turns and maneuvers. It has three spiral-wave
disruptor arrays along its dorsal side and another two along
the ventral as well as forward disruptor cannons and photon torpedo launchers fore and aft. It’s twin
shuttlebays on either side can hold up to ten transport shuttles but are sometimes left all but empty to
reduce mass.
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Galor Class
Entered Service: 2360
Overview: The mainstay of the Cardassian fleet, the Galor
class is tough and adaptable. During the height of the
Federation-Cardassian war in the 2360s, Starfleet crews
learned not to underestimate these ships despite their
smaller size and seemingly underclassed weapons systems.
The Galor-class was first launched in 2360, replacing the
older Selek-class ships, and its arrival brought a new intensity
to the war which eventually led to the peace negotiations
that ended with the Jankata Accords. Galor-class vessels
were built in large numbers during the 2360s and continue to
dominate the Cardassian military machine as they are wellsuited for a number of different missions and resilient.
Because of the large fleet, multiple Galor vessels are often
assigned to the same mission, prompting the Starfleet adage that Galor-class cruisers are “pack
hunters.”
Capabilities: At around 370 meters in length and less than 200 meters wide, the Galor class is about half
the size of the Federation’s Galaxy-class cruisers but a little bigger than the Intrepid class. This is large
enough for extended tours but the spartan interiors and shared crew quarters can get on the nerves of
even trained Cardassian soldiers. Generally, these ships have a crew complement of around 300 but this
is often matched by an equal number of ground troops during combat missions. The crew quarters are
concentrated in the “wings” of the vessel, with command functions in the upper deck and engineering
needs along the “tail.” The main weapons array can be found under the raised command section as well
as torpedo launchers but other weapons can be found on either side of the widened middle section.
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Keldon Class
Entered Service: 2371
Overview: The new Keldon-class cruiser was designed
as a heavier, stronger ship built on the same basic
design as the Galor-class cruiser. In the face of
increasing hostilities against the Maquis and the
Klingons, as well as the development of stronger
combat ships in the quadrant like the Federation’s
Akira-class starships, Central Command saw the need
for an upgrade in their fleet. Galor ships still dominate
the Cardassian fleet but the Keldon is seeing increasing
use along the Union’s borders, an unknown quantity in
an already volatile situation.
Capabilities: The silhouette of the Keldon class is
nearly identical to the Galor class in terms of
dimensions and general shape. The “tail” section is
thicker than the Galor cruiser and the fins at it features
stabilizing “fins” next to the fork at the end. Placement
of weaponry is very similar to the Galor-class ships as
well, though hull plating and shield emitters are both stronger and the central section has several
additional decks for more personnel and weapons systems. Though still in small numbers, the Keldon
class is a strong ship with a powerful punch and it is changing the face of the Central Command fleets.
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Nuras Class
Entered Service: 2355

Overview: A small and maneuverable vessel, the
Nuras class has a small crew but is regularly sent on
long-range missions. It is used by Central Command
and the civilian government as a scouting vessel
ahead of the main body of the fleet, but also
regularly used for espionage missions by the
Obsidian Order. In fact, many high-level operatives
of the Order had personalized Nuras-class ships with
many secret modifications. They are small and
focused vessels, even when assigned to something
other than scouting missions and much more like a
Defiant-class vessel than a larger starship.
Capabilities: The Nuras class is a little more than 120
meters in length with only five decks of interior
space, making it cramped even by Cardassian
standards. Crew complements are usually around 40
(similar to a Defiant-class starship) but they can hold
up to 20 passengers comfortably and over a
thousand in an emergency. The standard Nuras class features a warp drive that is slightly less impressive
than the Galor or Keldon classes but this is usually one of the first things modified by high-level
operatives. It has forward-mounted disruptor cannons and photon torpedo launchers as well as a spiralwave disruptor array that circles around the wide crew section. It’s long “tail,” following classic
Cardassian design, holds the ship’s short engineering section with an impulse drive built for short bursts
rather than long stretches (though this is frequently updated as well).
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Vidren Class
Entered Service: 2365
Overview: Developed in between the Galor and Keldon classes, the Vidren-class “strike frigate” never
really got the attention that many Cardassian commanders thought it deserved. Conceived by a brilliant
military ship designer named Glenn Hotar Peret, the Vidren-class design was held up by Central
Command flag officers for a variety of reasons. After
languishing for years and suffering budget cuts to support
the development and then massive production of the
Galor-class cruiser, Peret managed to get his design off the
ground and into Cardassian fleets in the mid-2360s. Those
who serve aboard these ships are highly complementary of
the balance of speed and armaments that Peret’s team
achieved and the long, sleek design is something that
certainly stands out in the Cardassian fleets. Those that
haven’t had direct contact with the Vidren design,
however, tend to be more dismissive since their attitudes
are fueled by the many guls who opposed its production
(out of jealousy, according to Peret).
Capabilities: Even more so than the Galor-class design, the
Vidren class has most of its bulk in a forward semicircular
section. This square-like part of the ship has eight decks and is nearly 150 meters abeam with a large
“cut out” in the front to mount the ship’s forward weapons systems with the built-in nacelles to either
side. The ship’s crew of around 180 is quartered here as are most of the ship’s major departments
except for engineering. Aft of the main section is a very long and very thin “tail” which adds another 200
meters to the ship’s length and carries much of the Vidren class’s power systems and its main
engineering section in a bulge about midway to the impulse drives.
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Hideki-Class Assault Craft (Small Craft)
Next Generation Era Only

The Galor-class cruiser has been the main warship of the Cardassian
fleets but it isn’t the best suited for every mission. Seeing the need for
a more maneuverable option against Maquis fighters and B’rel-class
birds-of-prey, Central Command designed the Hideki-class assault craft.
This vessel is small enough for a shuttlebay but large enough to
supplement larger cruisers in combat. The Hideki-class ship is 85
meters long, which makes it almost three times longer than a
Federation runabout. Still, the assault craft can be used as a transport
when needed and fits up to thirty passengers in addition to the three
crew members needed for flying. At a quarter the size of the Galorclass cruiser, the Hideki is definitely not a long-term patrol craft. It is
well-armed and more than capable of taking on several similarly-sized opponents but Hideki ships
usually attack larger ships as a group to overwhelm their opponent’s defenses. The Hideki class’s large
main section, with two decks (a flight deck and a personnel deck) and more than twelve meters of
height, can strain the dimensions of some shuttlebys but the vessel has the characteristic tail design of
Cardassian ships so it’s considerably lighter.
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New Starship Weapon: Spiral-Wave Disruptors
Cardassian starships rely on photon torpedoes and shield emitters similar to technologies used by the
Federation. Because of a lack of necessary crystals, however, the Cardassian Union relies on a different
sort of beam weaponry from any other Alpha Quadrant power. Spiral wave disruptors utilize the same
destructive energies as Klingon and Romulan disruptors but they rotate the wave pattern to reduce
energy needed for targeting and coherence, similar to rifling in a projectile weapon’s barrel.
Spiral wave disruptors have the Accurate quality (as described in Star Trek Adventures page 192). If a
Prepare Minor Action is performed during the same Turn (by the Tactical Systems operator or Sensor
Operations position) then the spiral way disruptor also has the Vicious 1 quality.

New Mission Profile: Enemy Monitoring and Counter-Intelligence
Most of the spying in the Cardassian Union happens through the Obsidian Order which is expressly
forbidden from acquiring military-grade equipment. Most ships serving the Order are Nuras-class scouts
outfitted for spy work but as of 2371 the Order has a set of shipyards in the Omekla system producing
Keldon-class ships and possibly others. Starships produced at this facility, or serving the Fifth Order
(called the “Jade Order”) which supplies Central Command with military intelligence, might well be
equipped to pursue covert missions along the Cardassian border and even outside of Cardassian space
entirely under the guise of diplomatic or fact-finding missions.
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